Subject: Containers under CSD hold vis--vis other containers in the same B.E.: reg.

Container Scanning Division scans the containers and where there is no discrepancy, they stamp the EIR copy as CLEAN image thereby granting NOC for such containers at the scanning site itself. For the containers where the images are doubtful regarding scanned image in reference to declaration, the EIR copies are stamped suspicious and marked for clearance from DC/CSD.

It has been observed that containers other than suspicious container/containers in a B.E. are examined at CFSs without obtaining NOC from DC/CSD. It is understood / implied that if a container in a B.E. is on hold, the B.E. itself is under the hold of Container Scanning Division. Therefore, further examination in such B.Es, wherein container / containers are under suspicion, should be carried out by the dock staff only after getting the NOC of CSD.
All concerned should ensure the compliance of this Public Notice.
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